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Building Strong & Purpose Driven Teams

How to unleash the power of
purpose in your organisation
How is that some organisations seem to attract the best
talent and relentlessly outperform year after year?
Studies show that purpose is central to these success
stories as it galvanises people and unleashes their full
potential.
THE CHALLENGE
Your people may not be on the same page when it comes
to the purpose of your business - with some mistaking it for
charitable giving, greater work / life balance, responsible
business practices or trading off profits for social good.
It is none of the above - so what is it and how do you
unleash the power it brings?
SESSION OVERVIEW
In this inspiring and timely keynote, Phil outlines:
• What purpose is and why you must take it seriously
• Case studies of companies gaining a performance edge
• 5 different ways it boosts performance; and
• The 5 steps for unleashing its power.

ABOUT PHIL
Phil left a comfortable corporate career where he oversaw
$50 billion of investments to help companies go beyond
symbolic acts of charity and help address social and
environmental challenges through core and profitable
business.
In 2013, he was invited to join Harvard Business School’s
Professor Michael Porter and Mark Kramer in Boston to
advance the ‘shared value’ field where he’s a leading
practitioner and author, recently publishing the book,
Connecting Profit With Purpose.
Phil's clients include small-medium enterprises through to
multi-national corporations and everything in between, and
has extensive experience working with not-for-profit
organisations, peak bodies and governments.
As a speaker, Phil distills years of experience into
actionable learning, making use of storytelling, audience
interaction and a splash of dry humour - you can view his
testimonials to see what his clients are saying.
Outside of work he is enthusiastic about coffee, chocolate
and trail running!
DETAILS
Web: philpreston.com.au

This is ideal for engaging and aligning your people around
the real value that your organisation adds to society.

Email: phil@philpreston.com.au

And Phil works with you to ensure the content and
messaging aligns to your industry and agenda.

Phone: +61 408 259 633

FORMATS
This can be delivered in-person, online or hybrid, and is the
perfect precursor for panels, working sessions or
leadership program content.

LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook

Insightful & thought provoking
“ the presentation was insightful, thought provoking and
provides context for thinking in this dynamic time”
- Business Unit Director, Hologic

